SOFT LANDSCAPING

- Existing Trees to be removed
- Existing Trees to be retained
- Proposed Trees - 15-18cm girth Heavy Standard
- Proposed Shrubs - 5L C with specimen shrubs 25L C
- Proposed Hedge - planted in a staggered row at 1.5m T
- Proposed Wildflower Meadow - EM3 - special general purpose meadow mixture supplied by Brunnage: www.wildseed.co.uk 01553 829028
- Proposed Grass
- Proposed Native Shrub mix - Planted at 1 per sq.m in single species groups of 5-7no

**Proposed Trees:**
- Existing Trees to be removed
- 24 HGV Spaces

**Proposed Shrub Beds:**
- 5L C with specimen shrubs 25L C
- Proposed Hedge - planted in a staggered row at 1.5m T
- Proposed Native Shrub mix - Planted at 1 per sq.m in single species groups of 5-7no

**Proposed Grass:**
- Proposed Wildflower Meadow - EM3 – special general purpose meadow mixture

**Proposed Hedge:**
- Proposed Hedge - planted in a staggered row at 1.5m T

**Existing Trees:**
- Existing Trees to be removed

**Natural Mix:**
- Native mix planted at 1 per sq.m in single species groups of 5-7no
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**Proposed Native Shrub mix:**
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**Figure 4.7b FTA - 'Designing for Deliveries'**
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